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Executive Summary 
 
During 2011 the restoration activity of Nandin Hall was primarily focused on 
partly dismantling and then remounting the southern portion of Nandin Hall.  
Before intervention began, planning inspections and discussions were 
conducted to map out the intervention as well as to prepare the structure for 
work by cleaning and vegetation removal. 
 
Focus also continued on the training activity for architects, archaeologists and 
technical staff of the Wat Phu Management Board.  Many members of the local 
community continue to be trained as conservators, stone restorers and support 
staff specialized in architecture and archaeology.  With these skills, the local 
community – as the site’s primary stakeholder – will possess the skills to 
maintain Nandin Hall, other monuments in the Wat Phu complex and at other 
sites in need of support elsewhere in Laos. 
 
In addition, four scientific articles were published in 2011. 
 

 
Above:  The south portion of Nandin Hall after dismantling and restoration of the second 
platform.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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2011 Project Progress 
 
Planning 
 
Following the monsoon season, an assessment of the effects of the rains on 
Nandin Hall were made, and the drainage system installed the previous year 
was found to have functioned well.  A program of maintenance and vegetation 
removal was also devised and implemented to minimize damage to the 
monument from plant growth.   
 
Plans were also prepared for the last phase of the conservation project in 2011-
12, focused on completion of the drainage system; sourcing of replacement 
blocks from nearby quarries with stone of similar properties to those used in 
the original construction; and final dismantling, cleaning and reconstruction. 
 

 
Above:  Before dismantling of the Southern Porch began.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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Above:  East view of the South Room before dismantling and restoration.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
 

 
Above:  South view of the laterite foundation before intervention.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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Conservation 
 
The attention of the project’s conservation continued to concentrate on Nandin 
Hall, one of the most important buildings in the Wat Phu complex, so that by 
the end of 2011, approximately 75% of the monument had been stabilized and 
restored.   
 
Particular attention was paid to sourcing compatible replacement stones to be 
used when the original blocks were too badly damaged to be conserved and 
reused – thankfully a situation that has been quite rare.  Where replacement 
blocks of laterite and sandstone have been required, they have been sourced 
from local quarries and scientifically analyzed for compatibility with the 
originals.  This has continued to be an integral and fundamental component of 
the project, which has had the goal to only dismantle and reassemble those 
parts of the monument which pose a serious threat of instability to the 
structure. 
 

 
Above:  Removing blocks during monument restoration.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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Above:  Restoration of two layers of laterite foundation stones underway.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
 

 
Above:  Inserting fiberglass markers into new replacement blocks to differentiate original 
stones from replacement stones.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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The installation of a drainage system underneath Nandin Hall has also been a 
critical element of conservation intervention, since water retention creates a 
great deal of instability and leads eventually to collapse.  Temporary shelters 
have also been used to protect the monument during monsoonal rains until the 
drainage system and restoration have been completed. 
 

 
Above:  Temporary shelter built over the southern portion of Nandin Hall.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
 
 
Community Development 
 
A critical element of the project to conserve Nandin Hall has been the training 
of skilled workers to maintain this monument and others after the GHF-
sponsored project is completed.  To date, 60 local community members have 
been trained as specialists in conservation, eight in stone restoration, and 10 as 
surveyors, assistant architects and assistant archaeologists.  Two senior 
architects an engineer and an archaeologist have also been trained on-site. 
 
Finally, one Lao project archaeologist from the Ministry of Culture, Tourism 
and Information’s Department of Archaeology received a Ph.D. in archaeology 
from Hanoi University, having written a doctoral dissertation on The 
Relationship between the Khmer in Wat Phu and the Cham in My Son (in 
Vietnam and the location of a GHF Completed Project).  He is the first Ph.D. 
graduate who is a member of the Ministry’s Department of Archaeology, and 
GHF extends its warmest congratulations to this achievement. 
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Above:  Local community members trained in conservation and restoration conduct the 
intervention work at Nandin Hall.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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Partnerships 
 
The primary partner on the Wat Phu Project is the Lao Ministry of Culture, 
which has provided office space and use of the crane employed in the 
dismantling and reconstruction of Nandin Hall.  Additionally, funding for the 
project has also come from the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, University 
Polytechnic of Milan and the Lerici Foundation. 
 

 
Above:  View of the South Room floor after dismantling and remounting.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
 

 
Above:  South view of the laterite foundation after remounting.  Photo:  P. Zolese 
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About Global Heritage Fund 
 
GHF’s mission is to save the Earth’s most significant and endangered cultural heritage 
sites in developing countries and regions through scientific excellence and community 
involvement. Founded in 2002 by Dr. Ian Hodder of Stanford University Archaeology 
Center and Jeff Morgan, GHF is the only non-profit international conservancy working 
exclusively in developing countries, where there are many threatened heritage sites 
but few financial and technical resources and little expertise to scientifically conserve 
them. 
 
GHF goals include: 

• Preserving structures and physical evidence of cultural heritage 
• Advancing education about, and protection of, endangered heritage sites 
• Advancing community involvement and benefits from preservation 

 
Our work takes each selected heritage project through a process called Preservation 
by Design, encompassing master planning, scientific conservation, community 
involvement and partnerships to provide enduring protection, management and 
financial support. GHF currently has 12 projects in 10 countries, including China, 
India, Guatemala, Colombia, Peru and Turkey. 
 
While the nature and depth of each of our projects differ, one theme runs throughout: 
that the monuments, art and architecture of our ancestors can, if respected, bring 
lasting cultural, social and economic benefits to civil society.  GHF’s mission is to help 
people realize the value of these assets in places where the sites are all too often 
neglected – or worse.  GHF invests in countries and regions that have seen few 
financial or technical resources for cultural-asset preservation and development.   
   
Holistic and effective preservation of cultural resources requires extreme care and 
planning to make preservation economically viable to local stakeholders. GHF goes 
beyond heritage conservation:  We provide catalytic funding, site planning and 
technical training for local people to become capable stewards, giving them the 
opportunity to contribute more easily to their families and communities. GHF’s 
projects also have benefits that surpass their primary conservation and development 
objectives; our work holds particular significance because the monuments that we 
select are rich symbols of national identity and patrimony.   
 
For more information on GHF’s mission and projects, see: 
 

www.globalheritagefund.org  
 

Global Heritage Fund 
625 Emerson Street Suite 200 

Palo Alto, California 94301 USA 
Tel: (650) 325-7520 
Fax: (650) 325-7511 

info@globalheritagefund.org 
 

http://www.globalheritagefund.org/
mailto:spoortman@globalheritagefund.org

